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The article concerns cartosemiotics, the sign-theoretic study of cartographic
representation forms. The emphasis is on maps, i.e., one kind of these representation
forms. The aim is to provide a background to cartosemiotics, as far as it relates to maps.
After introductory matters have been covered, the first part of the discussion presents
an overview of the discipline, encompassing major themes of study (six altogether) and
general research orientations. The central thematic complex is map symbolism, i.e., the
type of sign systems that underlies mapping and map use; it is the raison d’être of the
discipline. Further, a systematic, an applied, and a comparative research orientation are
recognized. The second part addresses a number of issues which relate to the
complicated character of cartosemiotics. It is advisable to be aware of them at an early
stage of research. They pertain to map symbolism and to cartosemiotics as a whole.
Map symbolism has five facets of complexity. These must be taken into account in
describing signs in a map. Further, map symbolism has additional background
characteristics of a general nature, some of which show that its application in the
making and interpretation of maps is not always a straightforward task. The section on
cartosemiotics as a whole covers two issues which are important but unfortunately not
always kept in mind.
Keywords: maps, cartosemiotics, map symbolism

1. Introductory matters
1.1. Cartosemiotics
Cartosemiotics or cartographic semiotics is the sign-theoretic study of cartographic
models – also called cartographic representation forms. Cartographic models are maps,
globes, relief models, animations, and many others. They have in common that they
represent earth space2 by means of a model space. Semiotic research has mostly been
devoted to maps in the traditional sense 3, that is, to the most versatile, most widely used,
and best studied kind of cartographic models. In what follows, I shall, for convenience,
generally refer to cartosemiotics but limit the discussion to maps. The latter fact is also
reflected in the title of this article.
As a distinct field of enquiry, cartosemiotics has been practiced since the 1960s. A
collection of reports on cartosemiotic work in various language areas, written by several
colleagues and myself, was published about fifteen years ago and is still available
(Schlichtmann (ed.) 1999). In the general semiotic literature, one might consult a summary
by Nöth (2000, pp. 487-490). Three recent dictionaries, by Wolodtschenko (2009) in
Russian, Wolodtschenko et al. (2009) in Ukrainian, and Schlichtmann (2011) in English,
provide overviews of the field, the first two and the third representing two different
1

2
3

An earlier version was presented on June 26, 2017 at the 13th IASS-AIS World Congress of Semiotics in Kaunas,
Lithuania. Since the audience was not expected to be familiar with maps, the introductory section 1.2 was included.
Or, by extension, the space of another celestial body or of the sky.
As defined in the Encyclopedic Dictionary of Cartography (Neumann (ed.) 1997, entry 21.1 -- German and Russian
sections -- and entry 811.1).
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theoretical orientations. Finally, preliminary syntheses of cartosemiotics are available and
accessible online (e.g., Schlichtmann 2008, 2009). Initially, work in the area under study has
almost exclusively been done by cartographers. Apart from very few cases, it is only since
the 1990s that practitioners of general semiotics have contributed research and have been
interested in the work done by cartographers.
1.2. Maps
We are dealing with maps. What do they inform about and what are their
characteristics? Consider the following examples (figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Topographic map. For explanations see the text.

Figure 1 is a section of a topographic map: 4 it furnishes a picture of the terrain as we
might view it from above (for details see below) and shows many kinds of phenomena,
mostly visible ones.
4

United States Geological Survey, topographic series 1:24,000 (7.5 minute series), sheet 44103-C7-TF-024, Lead, South
Dakota, USA. Produced 1958/1961, photorevised 1971.
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Figure 2. Thematic map. For explanations see the text.

Figure 2 is a thematic map. A map of this kind is restricted to representing one class or
a few classes of phenomena, and these may or may not be visible in the field. The example
(from Schlichtmann 1972, p. 325) shows, for a number of administrative units, the number of
farms, grouped in size ranges, by means of column diagrams. The relative position of a
column corresponds to a given range of farm sizes, and its length stands for the number of
farms in that range. The columns are combined in a compound figure, the outline of which
carries two meaningful traits which are engendered by the said combination and vary over
space: shape and size. Shape stands for the distribution of farms over size ranges -- e.g.,
small farms dominant, distribution balanced, large farms dominant --, and size indicates the
total number of farms -- even though the irregular shapes only permit to make rough size
comparisons.
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A map has several important characteristics. First, it shows the earth’s surface as seen
from vertically above at each point in the two horizontal dimensions, in other words, it is a
plan representation. Second, its creation involves three mathematical operations: alignment
to compass points -- most often north is on top --, reduction, and projection -- i.e.,
systematic matching of points on the map plane with points on the imagined curved surface
of the earth globe. These operations may introduce infidelities, often inevitable ones, into
the representation (see further s. 45). Third, representation is done by means of entries
which are human creations.
What can be mapped? All real or imagined features which are associated or associable
with locations in earth space, the latter being expressed by positions within the map face.
Finally, we can expect that, in a semiotics of maps and other cartographic representation
forms, traits of earth space and of the corresponding model space play a crucial role.
1.3. Problem, programme, and other preliminaries
On the following pages, I plan to present background information about
cartosemiotics. First, I shall summarize the major thematic complexes and the basic research
orientations within the discipline. Second, I want to address several points which are
important to know for anyone who does research or assesses existing works in the said
field. They do not easily come to mind, presumably because, judging from frequent
experience, it is only by and by that researchers learn to appreciate the intricacies of
cartosemiotics. Still, it is more economical to focus early on such background issues, as they
will be called hereafter. This way readers may also realize that semiotic thinking is less
simple than is sometimes believed and that problems with which semioticians deal can be
difficult and persistent.
It is now necessary to comment on basic concepts and terms. Within semiotics, there
are various schools of thought (see, e.g., Nöth 1995, pp. 11-76), a fact which practitioners
must keep in mind in order to avoid confusion. There are philosophical issues with respect
to what a sign is and what its characteristics are, and these issues are still being disputed.
When doing empirical work, one can often leave them unresolved -- as will be done here --,
so long as it is possible to speak about observed phenomena in a unified and consistent
manner. As for the following discussion, it stands in the continental-European tradition of
semiotics. In this tradition,6 a sign is a bifacial entity, made up of a content (meaning) and an
expression – i.e., of a conceptual and a perceivable item.7 These items are coupled by an
assignment rule or correlation rule,8 and a system of such rules is a code (Eco 1976, p. 37).
Further, I recognize elementary as well as composite signs, that is, I do not follow
those who limit the term “sign” to smallest meaningful units. Finally, to settle two further
details of terminology: first, “information” is used as a collective term for contents; second,
the units in earth space about which a map informs are termed places.

5
6
7
8

“S.” stands for “section”, “ss.” for “sections”.
It encompasses several schools of thought and developed in various countries.
For details see Nöth 1995, pp. 79-91, especially the comparative lists of terms on pp. 88 and 90.
Two additions for clarity. First, in the appropriate process, usually an expression is selected or created and then
correlated to a content. But sometimes an expression-content assignment is made where the expression already
exists; this is done where images of objects are involved. Second, the user (interpreter) of a sign may know the
relevant correlation rule already -- the most frequent case -- or may (hypothetically) posit it while relying on
contextual or circumstantial conditions or on previous experience (Eco 1976, pp. 129-142).
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Practitioners of cartosemiotics study, among other matters, the signs encountered in
maps, their characteristics, relations holding among them, and systems in which the signs
are organized by virtue of the said relations. 9 The latter are worth studying just as sign units
are, a point which is not always kept in mind. Relations are defined according to various
criteria and make up a heterogeneous ensemble (further see Schlichtmann 2011, pp. 88f.).
An important and extensively studied subclass are spatial relations.
Finally, the programme of the following discussion remains to be presented. S. 2 is an
overview of the thematic subfields and research orientations of cartosemiotics. Afterwards
the background issues referred to earlier will be considered. Those covered in ss. 3 and 4
relate to map symbolism, that is, the type of sign systems on which mapping and map use
are based. Those covered in s. 5 pertain to the field of cartosemiotics in general. S. 6, finally,
summarizes the main points.

2. Major themes of study and general research orientations
2.1. Major themes of study
When thinking of background knowledge, one can conveniently start by asking
what topics we study in cartosemiotics (with emphasis on maps). The subject matter of the
field encompasses six thematic complexes. The following three may immediately come to
mind.
(1) Map symbolism -- also called map language. As noted earlier, this is the type of
sign systems on which mapping and map use are based.
(2) Sign processes, i.e., processes in which humans create and use signs. These are sign
production, sign reception (interpretation), and sign employment in dealing with the world
and with participants in communication.
(3) Functional contexts in which signs are realized and sign processes take place, such
as the mapped territory, the map author, the intended audience, and the map-making
technology -- analog or digital --, among others.
This tidy overview, however, is incomplete. Three further phenomena call for our
attention. They are listed below.
(4) The assemblage of signs in a map face is complemented by marginal notes, which
constitute a separate, auxiliary sign system. They have two functions: explaining what
entries in the map face mean -- that is, establishing the relevant code(s) -- and providing
background information. Among the marginal notes, the most versatile one is the legend
(Schlichtmann 1997).
(5) While entries in a map face have the basic and criterial function of conveying
information about the mapped territory, they may also permit to draw inferences
about other factors. In this case phenomena of peripheral signification are encountered.
Often they are style traits or reflect ideologies of the map author and/or of the intended
audience.
9

European semiotics has, right from the start, considered signs as organized in systems, in this respect differing
from American approaches (Nöth 1995, p. 63).
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(6) A final set of objects of study are ensembles of documents which are typically
consulted jointly. In these collections, maps are prominent or centrally important modules
(Schlichtmann 2010). A simple example of such a modular ensemble is a road map together
with auxiliary material like marginal notes and a list of towns; another one is an atlas with
its components. While the first five themes concern the mapping of territories, the present
one is very different: it relates to the resulting documents. Although the said ensembles are
of marginal interest in cartosemiotics, they must be mentioned, since they are amenable to
semiotic study.
Types of sign systems – in the present context the type of map symbolism – make up
the core and the raison d’être of the field. Sign processes and functional contexts constitute
an “envelope”, and the other subjects concern associated phenomena of signification.
As for the background issues that are to be discussed later, they are not found under
all the above themes. Rather, they only concern map symbolism or cartosemiotics in
general.
2.2. General research orientations
As for general research orientations, one can conveniently identify three: the
systematic, applied, and comparative one. They define subfields or branches of
cartosemiotics. All of them offer scope for further work.
(1) In the systematic branch, researchers seek to establish a theoretical model of map
symbolism -- just as linguists do with respect to natural language. It is this subfield in which
we shall move below.
(2) As for application, an orientation towards this subfield has been strong right from
the start, as shown by the work of J. Bertin (1973, 1983). It is the applied branch which has
usually been of interest to cartographers. In this context one might mention recent studies
on pictorial symbols, their construction and reading, their employment in situations of crisis
management, and their adequacy to the cultural background of the users (e.g., Korpi and
Ahonen-Rainio 2010).
(3) Research in comparative cartosemiotics, seeks to discover -- and perhaps explain -systematic differences between cartographic representations or classes of such. In this
subfield we find research into the styles of maps, in particular topographic ones (e.g., Kent
2009).

3. Map symbolism: its complexity
The sign-system type of map symbolism has turned out to be highly complex, a fact of
which its students should be aware. Five facets of complexity -- rather four plus one -- have
come into view.
(1) The sign inventory of a map comprises two major types of signs. Some of them are
pictures, i.e., images of objects (in the first place plan images), e.g., of a road, a lake, or a
patch of forest. Many of their perceptual traits as well as their spatial arrangements are
ultimately derived from traits and arrangements of the represented objects. Other signs are
what Eco (1976, pp. 227ff.) calls combinational units; they are artifacts, created primarily as
instruments of signification and communication. Examples are a red wash indicating a builtup area or the length of a column standing for the number of farms belonging to a size class
H. Schlichtmann: Background to the semiotic study of maps
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(figure 2). Being artifacts, they resemble signs of natural language and can in principle -although certainly not in every detail -- be analyzed like the latter. Consequently, we must
recognize a picture component and an artifact component of map symbolism (Schlichtmann
2008, s. 3.1). The difference between the two is most obvious where sign units are to be
operationally isolated and where their combination to more complex units is studied. The
two components reflect different modes of sign production, i.e., invention and replication.
(2) A map shows what is where and represents places in plan view. Accordingly, map
symbolism has plan-related traits -- or plan traits for short -- and plan-free traits on both its
content and expression sides.10 Assume that a large-scale map informs about a town and the
number of its inhabitants. The location of the town is a component of the plan information,
while the number of inhabitants is a plan-free characteristic. As may be expected, the
mapping of plan-related and plan-free information items poses different problems of
analysis. An analogous distinction applies to the expression components. 11
(3) Space is conceptualized either as discretized into segments or as a continuous
collection of points. A river, a meadow, and a county occupy segments in discretized space,
while values of longitude, elevation, or temperature are associated with points in
continuous space, i.e., field points. Both kinds are present at the same time in the mapped
territory and the map face and must be considered in an analysis.

Figure 3. Some means of expression. For explanations see the text (points 4 and 5).

10
11

For cartographic models other than maps, other divisions may be appropriate.
The two aspects mentioned up to now are conceptually separate but empirically intertwined. This is because in
maps -- as opposed to aerial photographs -- image characteristics of objects are, in most cases, at the same time plan
characteristics (e.g., size and shape).
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(4) Means of expression are pre-empted or abstract. Some entries come already
endowed with meaning, or at least with a basic core of meaning, when they enter the
mapping process. In figure 3, examples are found in the lower left-hand section and on the
right-hand side: the plan shape of a lake, pictograms, mimetic patterns, logotypes of firms,
and written place names. They are pre-empted for the rendering of certain contents. Many
more entries, however, are abstract in the sense that they are not pre-assigned to contents
but are coupled with meanings only during mapping – for example: in a land-use map, let
the trait /red/ be defined to mean ‘wheat’. 12 Figure 3 shows such entries -- symbols and traits
-- in the upper left-hand part.
This fourth distinction -- pre-empted vs. abstract means of expression – has turned out
to be quite important. It is the main reason that, among minimal signs 13 in map symbolism,
there are several forms which their expressions can take, 14 such as ink marks, graphic traits
inherent in ink marks, and combinations of both.
(5) Bound up with the preceding dichotomy is another one: expressions vary in
provenance. Some are shaped in the mapping process, such as the ubiquitous plan views of
objects and many geometrical symbols. We may call them indigenous. Others are imported
from various extra-cartographic domains. These include, but are not limited to, pictograms
(side or oblique views of objects), emblems and cognate marks, geometric diagrams, and
written entries. In systematic terms, the present distinction is of lesser importance, but it
easily catches a map users’ attention.
In this context a general question arises: if part of the expressions found in maps are
imported from non-cartographic domains, are they or are they not units of map symbolism?
This question is easily answered: all expressive items, wherever they have originated, belong
to map symbolism once they have been inserted into the positional framework of a map
face and this way are linked to locations in earth space.
To summarize: in studying the sign-system type of map symbolism, five facets of
complexity have been observed. They must be taken into account if an adequate and
realistic description of map symbolism is desired.

4. Map symbolism: further background issues
The complexity of map symbolism, considered in the preceding section, is one of the
background characteristics of this sign-system type. There are at least three others:
(1) principles governing the isolation of sign units, (2) ways of coupling expressions with
contents, and (3) the fidelity with which signs inform about facts.
(1) Concerning the determination of the unity of signs -- put differently: the isolation
or identification of sign units --, two principles have been observed. According to the first, a
more or less complex entry in the map face is singled out -- by a map maker or map user -under a focus of interest or of interpretative attention --, as argued by Koch (1971, pp. 302308), this way becoming a sign unit. 15 Examples are the image of an island, a group of
islands, a river crossing -- including river, road, and bridge --, or a set of farmsteads
arranged in a row (Schlichtmann 2011, p. 44). In any case, one recognizes a unit while taking
into account what is found at the relevant place(s). The second principle involves criteria
12
13
14

15

Expressions are cited in slashes, contents in single quotation marks.
The term was taken from Mahmoudian (1969, p. 349: “signe minimum”).
That there are several formal kinds of minimal signs is also familiar from natural language (see, e.g., Langacker
1972, pp. 56-68).
Foci can also be applied at the stage of conceptualization (place modelling), i.e., before perceivable entries are
assigned.
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which are independent of specific local information and are applicable generally and
consistently. For example, an elementary sign -- such as one conveying information like
‘wheat’ or ‘barley’ in a land-use map -- satisfies the criterion that its expression cannot be
decomposed further into units which are themselves expressions, i.e., which convey
contents (ibid., p. 69). The latter kind of signs is familiar from natural languages, while the
former sort is observed in paintings and similar representations.
(2) In respect to the ways of coupling expressions with contents, we observe various
situations. In the simplest case, for example, we know, and can remember, that the colour
/red/ in a map of field crops stands for ‘wheat’. The correspondence is introduced in a
legend, and the relevant rule is immediately accessible to both map maker and user. In
other cases, however, this straightforward schema does not help us, especially where the
correspondence is based on numeric operations. A relatively simple example is the
assignment of point positions in the map face to point locations in earth space. The relevant
rule is not immediately given but elaborated into a computation, taking account of
projection and reduction. The details of this computation are not usually memorized,
although, if need be, they can be made explicit. 16 Other problems of this sort arise in the
application of map projections -- see the following paragraph -- and where lines of equal
elevation, temperature, etc. are constructed by interpolation, especially in computer-assisted
procedures.
(3) Concerning mapped facts, we typically expect that the information carried in signs
is basically correct. But facts may be misrepresented for various reasons (Schlichtmann
1991, pp. 271-278). First, there may be avoidable errors, bias, or deliberate deviations from
the truth -- rather straightforward matters which will not be pursued further. Second,
infidelities can arise from the nature of mapping and thus be inevitable. The most obvious
ones relate to the geometry of maps (s. 1.2). For example, they are well known in the case of
projection systems: angles, distance relations, and area relations may or may not be
rendered faithfully. Another familiar source of misrepresentation is generalization, i.e., the
omission of detail, mainly as a consequence of reduction. To some extent such infidelities
can be mentally corrected on the basis of relevant knowledge; otherwise one must recognize
limits to interpretation.
When first approaching map symbolism, one is likely to apply ideas taken from the
introductory semiotic literature. These ideas would only partly help us in understanding
map symbolism. They are and remain useful, but they must be supplemented -- as has been
done here -- by generalizations derived from research into maps. In hindsight, this is what
one would expect.

5. Background issues in the field of cartosemiotics
So much for basic issues pertaining to map symbolism. Other matters relate to the field
of cartosemiotics as a whole. Currently two come to mind: (1) the variety of theoretical
approaches and (2) the multi-facetted nature of the information.
(1) As noted in s. 1.3, there are several schools of semiotic thought, because there have
arisen, and continue to exist, various ways of looking at sign phenomena. Arguments are
inevitably rooted in particular schools. Whoever carries out a study or debates a piece of
research shall not only be clear about the underlying ideas and the relevant terminology but
should also be aware of representing one conception among others. Unfortunately it
16

For the benefit of the map user, the result of the computation is often visually presented by a legend-like
device: for a sample of points arrayed on the lines that stand for parallels and meridians, their positions are
paired with numerical descriptions (coordinates) of the corresponding earth-spatial locations, written along
the neatlines.
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sometimes happens that a specific school is treated as an orthodoxy or, at least implicitly,
confused with the discipline of semiotics as a whole. Such an attitude may lead to
misunderstandings and fruitless polemics.
(2) There is much scope in studying the contents conveyed in maps, their character and
their multi-facetted organization. After all, cartographic representations are of a cognitive,
knowledge-related import, just as language is. Among other topics, we can study how map
authors conceptualize the world while mapping, by what relations contents are organized
(Schlichtmann 2004), and how information from different sources enters into the map
(Schlichtmann 2014). All these phenomena of order play a role in map interpretation. In the
literature, unfortunately, this field of study is often left aside, when authors limit themselves
to writing about visible entries in the map face, as if map use were only a matter of using
one’s eyes.
The said background issues have in common that the underlying problems tend to be
forgotten or not even recognized. There is ample reason to remain aware of these “silences”,
not only when dealing with maps but in many fields of semiotics.

6. Summary
I have discussed cartosemiotics while putting emphasis on maps. My aim was to
provide background knowledge about the field and in particular about the signs involved.
The issues covered must be known if one desires a realistic view of cartosemiotics and
wants to understand the nature and functioning of map symbolism.
After covering several introductory matters, I presented an overview of
cartosemiotics, considering areas of study (six altogether) and general research orientations
(three were recognized). Among the thematic areas, that of the sign-system type of map
symbolism is of prime importance, since the latter is the reason that cartosemiotics as a field
of enquiry exists. I then considered background issues concerning map symbolism and
cartosemiotics as in general.
Most of the issues considered pertain to map symbolism. In respect to its sign
inventory, map symbolism is highly complex. Five facets of complexity have been
recognized. Analysts must be aware of them, so that they can describe map symbolism
realistically and in accordance with common sense. In addition, three background
characteristics of a more general nature have been presented: the map brings together two
principles of setting up sign units; the assignment of expressions to contents may be
complicated and defy memorization; and there exist factual infidelities which, in part, are
inevitable. In short, application of this sign-system type -- in mapping and map
interpretation -- is not always a straightforward task.
Two further issues pertain to the field of cartosemiotics in general. One should remain
aware that a cartosemiotician argues in the context of a specific theoretical approach;
further, the subject matter of cartosemiotics includes a multi-facetted and analyzable
universe of contents. These facts are not always kept in mind.
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